
Greetings, Gents! 

We met at T. Easton’s house at 7: 30 pm.  In attendance were Todd, Jeff, Craig, Frank, Scott, Barry, Lucas 

and Paul. 

Todd: For now we’re meeting the first Wednesday of each month expect in case of a holiday, in which 

case it’s the second Wednesday.  But other days of the week can be considered. 

Pavlos: We’ve received our 100th registration for the spring!  The process is going well, perhaps a little 

slow.  Toddler registration is heavy – perhaps too heavy for the available coaches and resources.  U10 

girls registration is very thin. 

That led to a discussion of the demographics of kids in the league.  We’re 2-to-1 boys.  It’s 1-to-1 

elsewhere.  And when the girls hit travel age, they are underperforming surrounding leagues (i.e., sub-

.500).  Only in U5 do we have a 1-to-1 ratio of girls and boys, and enough women coaches. 

Pavlos: The time to recruit women coaches is at the Triangle Field level. 

Pavlos: We need some volunteers badly for toddlers, and we also need a tournament-coordinator 

volunteer.  This person would resolve problems with the sale of patches, and also be expected to 

contribute short reports conveying the results, and joys, of tournament participation. 

Financial aid for tournament participation was discussed.  It’s $400 to attend a tournament, and while 

we don’t begrudge giving the aid, we would prefer parents to make an effort to contribute. 

Pavlos: The board’s field coordinators are expected to handle not only field space for SYSL, but 

coordinating rescheduling of washed-out games and booking gym time for winter play. 

Pavlos: I’ve posted rescheduling procedures online for coaches to follow, and hopefully that will resolve 

some difficulty in this area.  Pavlos said he’d brief Scott on the rescheduling situation. 

Pavlos: All coaches cleared CORI, and the process was completed on time.  Also, our insurance has been 

paid.  We pay $11 per child per season. 

The state of the web page was discussed.  We are dissatisfied with its appearance, and we have lots of 

scattered platforms for online management and communication of and about the league.  It was agreed 

to form an IT committee for the purpose of reviewing, rationalizing an improvement our online presence 

and activities.  There was general agreement it’s worth spending some money to improve our online/IT 

functions. 

Pavlos said surrounding towns have smaller populations, but more players in their youth soccer leagues.  

Arlington has 1,600 players.  Belmont has more players than Somerville.  This led to a discussion of 

visibility…and the consensus we should sign Broadway inviting families to register their kids.  Todd may 

be able to move us forward because he has some experience with signage. 



Frank raised the caution that having too many kids could be a problem, because of our limited 

field/practice time capacity. 

Frank: we have about $35,000 in our account. 

Paul: we should look into the possibility of outsourcing our uniform purchase and distribution.  Todd 

said that is being pursued. 

There was discussion of the fact that we appear to overpaying for storage facilities that we are 

underusing.  However, the excess uniforms and a good deal of other stuff is at the home of Marj 

Minnigh, so we do need to rent some space.  Still, it was felt that finding a more appropriate and cost-

effective storage solution should not be too difficult. 

The board voted unanimously to donate its unused Fold-a-Goals to the Rec. Dept. if the department in 

interested. 

The end-of-season party is Nov. 13 from 6-8 p.m. at P.A.s Lounge.  T-shirts for all. 

The board established a Bylaws Committee for the purpose of reviewing and modernizing the bylaws so 

they can be formally approved, setting the stage for SYSL to become a 501(c)3 organization.  The 

committee comprises Todd, Jeff, Lucas and Craig.  After if drafts a unified verion, the committee would 

like feedback on the member/no member question and other issues of the bylaws by Dec. 5.  Problems 

to be resolved: there is more than one version of our bylaws extant, and no one is sure which version is 

official.    

Paul: we should benchmark what other leagues we admire have in their bylaws. 

Jeff: We have done and are continuing to do that. 

The committee will review the possibilities, draft a version, take feedback, and present the final version 

for a vote. 

The board adjourned at 9 pm to meet again Dec. 5. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  


